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OPTIMAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT RULES IN A
NON-GAUS SIAN MARKET WITH DURABILITY

AND INTERTEMPORAL SUBSTITUTION

FRED ESPEN BENTH, KENNETH HVISTENDAHL KARLSEN, AND KRISTIN REIKVAM

Abstract. We determine the optimal portfolio management rules for a portfolio selection
problem with consumption which incorporates the notions of durability and intertemporal
substitution. The logreturns of the uncertain assets are not necessarily normally distributed.
The natural models then involve Lévy processes as the driving noise instead of the more
frequently used Brownian motion. The optimization problem is a state constrained singular
stochastic control problem and the associated Hamilton- Jacobi-Bellman equation is a non
linear second order degenerate elliptic integro-differential equation subject to gradient and
state constraints. For utility functions of HARA type, we calculate the optimal investment
and consumption policies together with an explicit expression for the value function. Also for
the classical Merton problem, which is a special case of our optimization problem, we provide
explicit policies. Instead of relying on a classical verification theorem, we verify our results
within a viscosity solution framework. This framework is an adaption of the one used in
our companion paper [4], which is devoted to a characterization of the value function as the
unique constrained viscosity solution of the associated Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation in
the case of general Utilities and pure-jump Lévy processes.

1. Introduction

The present paper continues our study in [4] of an optimal portfolio selection problem with
consumption. The optimization problem captures the notions of durability and intertemporal
substitution, and was first suggested and studied extensively by Hindy and Huang [l4] for
a market modeled by a geometric Brownian motion. In [4], we extended their model to
exponential pure-jump Lévy processes and showed that the value function is the unique
constrained viscosity solution of the associated Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation, which is
a hrst-order integro-differential equation subject to a gradient constraint (i.e., a first order
integro-differential variational inequality).

The main topic here is to present explicit consumption and portfolio allocation rules in
a Lévy market for power utility functions. We shall use a viscosity solution framework to
validate our Solutions, contrary to [l4] who relies on a verification theorem. To this end, we
extend the results on viscosity Solutions in [4] to also account for Lévy processes håving a
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2 BENTH, KARLSEN, AND REIKVAM

continuous martingale part. We refer to Bank and Riedel [2], Framstad, Øksendal, and Sulem
[ll], and Kallsen [l6] for related results on portfolio optirnization in Lévy markets.

Eberlein and Keller [B] and BarndorfF-Nielsen [3] propose to model logreturns (i.e., the
logarithmic price changes) of stock prices using distributions from the generalized hyperbolic
family. Following their perspective, one is lead to an exponential stock price dynamics driven
by pure-jump Lévy processes håving paths of infinite variation. This was the main motivation
in [4] for concentrating on Lévy models' without a continuous martingale part.

In this paper our basic model for the asset price dynamics will be

(1.1)

where Lt is a pure-jump Lévy process, Wt is a Wiener process independent of L t and cr, S 0 are
constants. There are several reasons for studying such a model. First of all, from the Lévy-
Khintchine representation, we know that every Lévy process can be decomposed into a pure
jump process and a Wiener process where the Wiener process is the continuous martingale
part. Hence, from a theoretical point of view, (1.1) is a generalization of the asset price
dynamics considered in [4], However, we can also view (1.1) as a model for the asset price
where Lt is a pure-jump Lévy process accounting for sudden “big” changes in the price. The
Brownian motion part, on the other hand, models the “small” or “normal” variations in the
price movements. This is the modeling perspective of Honoré [l3], although he considers a
slightly different price process (see also Section 6). Rydberg [lB] discusses an approximation
procedure for numerical simulation of the normal inverse Gaussian Lévy process Lt . She
proposes to decompose L t into a Brownian motion part and a pure-jump part, i.e.,

For a given £, the jump process L t is assumed to be a Lévy process with Lévy measure

where u{dz) is the Lévy measure of L t and

2
z 2 v[dz).a

—e

Thus, L t has paths of hnite variation. We remark that this procedure is not restricted to
the normal inverse Gaussian process alone. Such an approximation is highly relevant for a
numerical treatment of the portfolio optirnization problem using aMarkov chain discretization
(see [9]). In conclusion, generalizing the theory to asset price dynamics of the form (1.1) is
of interest from both a practical and theoretical point of view.

Here is an outline of the paper: In Section 2, we formulate the portfolio optirnization
and consumption problem and state the basic assumptions. The resulting singular stochastic
control problem with a state space constraint is analyzed via the dynamic programming
method and the theory of viscosity Solutions in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 present explicit
rules for portfolio allocation and consumption when the utility function is of HÅRA type. We
consider both portfolio management with interternporal substitution and durability as well
as the more classical Merton problem where utility is derived from present consumption only.
Finally, we discuss some related problems in Section 6.

St = S 0eaWt+Lt ,

Lf oWt -f Lf.

v[dz) = 1 ( _£)£ ) u{dz),
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2. The portfolio optimization problem and basic assumptions

Let [LI,V,JF) be a probability space and {J~t) a given filtration satisfying the usual hy
potheses. We consider a financial market consisting of a stock and a bond. Assume that the
valne of the stock follows the stochastic process

where Lt is a Lévy process with Lévy-Khintchine decomposition

z N[ds, dz).

Here, p, and a are constants, Wt is a Wiener process, N[dt,dz) is Poisson random measure
on 1R+ XIR with intensity measure dt X u{dz), v{dz) is a cr-finite Borel measure on JR\{o}
with the property

(2.2)

and N[dt,dz) = N[dt,dz) - dt X v{dz) is the compensated Poisson random measure. We
assume Wt and N(dt,dz) are independent stochastic processes. The measure u{dz) is called
the Lévy measure. We choose to work with the unique cådlåg version of L t and denote this
also by L t . Under the additional integrability condition on the Lévy measure

(2.3)

we can write the differential of the stock price dynamics as (using Ito’s Formula [ls])

(2.4) [ez - 1) N[dt, dz).

Here we have introduced the short-hand notation

(2.5)

Note that condition (2.3) is effective only when z > 1 due to (2.2), and says essentially that
ez is v[dz) - integrable on {z > I}. Moreover, this condition implies that f* E[AS ] ds < oo for
all t > 0. Observe also that ez 1 z > 0 for all z G IR.

We let the bond have dynamics

where r > 0 is the interest rate. Assume furthermore that r < /r, which means that the
expected return from the stock is higher than the return of the bond.

Consider an investor who wants to put her money in the stock and the bond so as to
maximize her utility. Let 7T t G [O, 1] be the fraction of her wealth invested in the stock at time
t and assume that there are no transaction costs in the market. If we denote the cumulative
consumption up to time tby C*, we have the wealth process X^'C given as

(2- 1 ) St = S 0eLt ,

L t = fit + orWt + [ f z N{ds , dz) +f [
 JO J\z\<l JO J\z\>l

/ min (l, z 2) v[dz) <oo
JR\{0}

' \ez —l| v[clz) <oo
\z\>l

dSt = jlSt dt + crSt dWt + St- f
JR\{0}

A— M + f (ez -1 - zltøci)z Jr\{0}

dßf = rBt dt ,

X?’c = x-Ct + f {r+(jl-r)ns )X*’C dI
Jo Jo

+ [ tts_f [ez - l) N{ds, dz),
Jo Jr\{0}
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where x is the initial wealth of the investor. To incorporate the idea of intertemporal sub
stitution, Hindy and Huang [l4] introduce the process Y^'C modeling the average past con
sumption. The process has dynamics

(2.6)

where y > 0 and (3 is a positive weighting factor. We shall frequently use the notation Yt
for Y*' and Xt for X?’ '. The integral is interpreted pathwise in a Lebesgue-Stieltjes sense.
The differential form of Yt is

The objective of the investor is to hnd an allocation process 7r* and a consumption pattern
C* which optirnizes the expected discounted utility over an investment horizon. We shall here
focus on an investor with an infinite investment horizon. We dehne the valne function as

where s>o is the discount factor and ÅXiV is a set of admissible Controls. Let

We say that a pair of Controls (tt,C) is admissible for x,y G V and write tt,C' G Ax , y if:
(ci) Ct is an adapted process that is right continuous with left-hand limits (cådlåg), nonde-

creasing, with initial value C'o_ = 0 (to allow an initial jump when C 0 > 0), and satishes
E [Ct] < oo for all / > 0.

(cu ) 7rt is an adapted cadlåg process with values in [o,l].

Note that condition introduces a state space constraint into our control problem. The
utility function U : [O, oo) — [O, oo) is assumed to have the following properties:
( U{ ) U G C'([0,oo)) is nondecreasing and concave.

(2.8)

By a Taylor expansion we see that the integral term of k{7) is well-defined in a neighborhood
of zero. Condition (2.3) ensures that the integral is finite outside this neighborhood, which
shows that (2.8) is finite for 7 G (o,l]. Note that condition {un) guarantees that the value
function of the related Merton problem is well-dehned, see Section 5.

Yt'C =Ve i3t + fle pt I eps dCs ,

dYt = —(3Yt dt + (3 dCt 

r r°° < i
(2.7) V{x,y)= sup E / e~ St U{Y* ,c ) dt]7T ,C E*Ax ,y Jo

V = |(x, y) G M 2 : x > 0, y > oj.

( cm ) X^'C , Y^'C > 0 almost everywhere for all t> 0.

{un) There exist constants K> 0 and 7 G (0, 1) such that S > k{7) and

U(z) < K(+ z]\

for all nonnegative z, where
1 2

k[7) = max 7(r + (/i - r) tt) -cr 2 7r 2 7(l —7) tt 2
7T G [o,l] 1 2

+ / ((l + 7r(e’ -!))'-!- 77r(e2 - 1)) z/(d?) .
JR\{o} v 7 J
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In this paper we will assume that the dynamic programrning principle holds, that is, for
any stopping time r and t > 0,

(2.9) V (.x , y) = sup E

Straightforward modifications (which we omit) of the proofs of Lemma 3.1 and Theorem
3.1 in [4] (see also Alvarez [l]) yield the next theorem concerning the regularity properties of
the valne function.

Theorem 2.1. The value function defmed in (2.7) is non-decreasing, concave and uniformly
continuous in V. Furthermore, V is non-negative and has the same sublinear growth as the
utility function, i.e., 0 < V{x,y) < K (1 +x + y) 7 for x, yG V. If for some a G (0, I], we have
S > k{a) and U_e C°’a ([o, oo)), then V G C°'a {V). If s>k{l + a) and U G C1)a ([0, oo)),
then V G Cl ' a [V).

To our optimization problem we can associate a Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation, which
is a degenerate elliptic integro-differential equation subject to a gradient constraint:

(2.10)

In other words, the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation is an integro-differential variational
inequality. Note that x + 7ra:(e 2 1) > 0 for all x > 0 and z e M. If v is C 2 and sublinearly
growing, then a straightforward Taylor expansion shows that (2.10) is well-dehned (see [4]).

It will be convenient to write the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation in a more compact
and simplihed form. To this end, we introduce the following notations: X = (Xi,X2 ) G P,
Dx {dXl ,dX2 ), Dy = {dx . Xj )ij= l,2 and G{Dxv) = [3vX2 - vXI . Furthermore, let B n be the
integral operator

and let

The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (2.10) can now be written as

(2.12)

This is the form that we will employ in Section 3. Finally, we define the set

(2.13)

r rtAt
sup E / e~ iß U(Y^c )ds + e-^u' TW(X,fT ,Y7T ,C (z*Ax,y J 0

where a A b min (a, b).

maxj/3vy - vx ; U(y) -5v - (3yvy + max (r + {p. - r)n)xvx + - o 2 tt 2 vxx +
ttg[o,i]L 2

/ [v(x + 7rx(ez ~ l),y) - v(x, y] - ttxvx {x, y){ez - 1)) u(dz)] \=oin V.
Jr\{o} v J \ J

(2.11) Bn {X,v)= [ (v{x l + x l 7r{ez - 1),x 2 ) - v{X) - 7rx l vXl {X){ez - l))u{dz),
JR\{o} V J

F(X,v,Dxv,D2xv,B”(X,v))

= U(x 2 ) -Sv - i3x 2 vx2 + max (r + (fi - r)ir)x i vXl + qi- X 2 x\vXlXl + B*(X, v)7rG[o,l] l J

ma F{X, v, Dxv, Dx v, BK {X , =o in X>.

Ci{V) = i<j> e C[V) : sup —— < ooj, l> 0.1 v (1 +X I + x 2j J
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3. VISCOSITY SOLUTIONS OF THE HaMILTON-JaCOBI-BeLLMAN EQUATION

We shall rely on a viscosity solution framework to verify the closed form Solutions derived
in Sections 4 and 5. The (constrained) viscosity solution framework presented below is a
straightforward adaption (to the second order case) of the framework developed in [4] for
hrst order integro-differential variational inequalities. Because of the strong similarities with
[4], we will be very brief in this sectiomand instead refer to [4] for details not found herein.
Also, we refer to [4] for an overview of the existing literature on viscosity Solutions of integro
differential equations. For a general overview of the viscosity solution theory, we refer to the
survey paper by Crandall, Ishii, and Lions [7] and the book by Fleming and Soner [lo].

A constrained viscosity solution of (2.12) is dehned as follows:

Definition 3.1. (i) Let Q C V. Any v G C{V) is a viscosity subsolution (supersolution) of
(2.12) in O if and only if we have, for every A' G O and f G C2 [V) n C\ (V) such that X is a
global maximurn (minimum) relative to O of v

(ii) Any v G C{V) is a constrained viscosity solution of (2.12) if and only if v is a supersolution
of (2.12) in V and v is a subsolution of (2.12) in V.

Exactly the same argumentation (which we omit) as in the proof of [4, Thm. 4.1] leads to
the constrained viscosity property of the value function.

Theorem 3.1. The value function V{x , y) defined in (2.7) is a constrained viscosity solution
of the integro-differential variational inequality (2.12).

To prove that the value function is the only solution of (2.12), we need a comparison
principle similar to Theorem 4.2 in [4]. We outline below how we can extend the proof of [4,
Thm. 4.2] to the second order integro-differential variational inequality (2.12).

First, note that to distinguish the singularities at zero and infinity it is advantageous to
split the integral operator into two parts.
P = (pi,p2 ) € JR 2 , define

For any n G (0,1), W G F, f G C\{V) and

(3.1)

Equipped with this decomposition, we introduce the (slightly shorter) notation

for v G C\[V) and f G C2 [V).
When proving comparison results for second order equations, it is more convenient to use

a formulation of viscosity Solutions based on the notions of subjet and superjet.

max(G(Dx<t>);F(X,v,Dx<t>,D2x<l,,Bn {X,<j>))) 0(< 0).

B*' K {X, <j>,P)= / (cf>{x i + Xi7r{ez ~ 1),x2 ) - <f>{X) - nx I pi{ez - 1 )]v[dz),
J\z\>K X /

&k(X, (f>) = j (4>(xi + x l n{ez - 1), x 2) - (j>{X) - nx 1 (f)Xl {X){ez - l)^jv(dz)

Observe that for 4> G C2 [V) fl Ci{V), we can write (see [4])

B W (X,4>) = +

F(X. u. P, A,v, P),B:(X,</>))- ,P, v, P) + <t>))
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Definition 3.2. Let S AI denotes the set of Nx TV symmetric matrices, OCP, v G C{o),
and X G O. The second order superjet (subjet) J^+{ ~K{X) is the set of (P, A) G R 2 X S 2
such that

Before we can give a suitable definition of viscosity Solutions based on sub- and superjets,
we need an equivalent forrnulation of viscosity Solutions in C\{V) based on test functions
(which takes into account the decomposition (3.1)).

Lemma 3.1. Let v G C\[V) and O C V. Then v is a viscosity subsolution (supersolution)
of (2.12) in O if and only if we have, for every <f> G C2 {V) and n > 0,

max(G{DX(f)]F{X, v, Dxé, D 2x f, B* IK {X, v , Dx<j>), B*{X, > 0

whenever X G O is a global maximum (minimum) relative to O of v <f>.

This lemma is a straightforward extension of [4, Lem. 4.1] and the proof is therefore omitted.
Let v G C[V) and O C V. Then using the arguments in, e.g., [lo] one can easily prove
that (P, A) G if and only if there exists <f> G C2 [V) such that f[x) = n(æ),
DX (f>{X) P, D\f)[X) A } and v f has a global maximum (minimum) relative to Q at
X. In view of Lemma 3.1 and continuity of the governing equation, the following forrnulation
of viscosity Solutions in C\ based on sub- and superjets is now immediate.

Lemma 3.2. Let v G C\{V) be a subsolution (supersolution) of (2.12) in O C V. Then, for
all n>O,X G O, (P, A) G d'o+i' there exists <j> G C 2 {V) such that

The test function <f> is such that v <f> has a global maximum. (minimum) relative to O at Xn
with Xn —> X as n G 00.

A similar forrnulation is also used in Pham [l7]. To prove a comparison principle for
(2.12), we shall need the following maximum principle for semicontinuous function taken
from Grand all, Ishii, and Lions [7]:

Lemma 3.3 ([7]). Let O C JRN be locally compact. Let u\, —U2 be upper semicontinuous and
tp twice continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of O X O. Suppose (X,Y) G OxO is
a local maximum of ui{X) - u 2 {Y) - (p{X, Y) relative to O X O. Then for every <; > 0 there
exist two matrices A, BG SN such that

and

(3.2)

V(Y) <(> 0) v(X) + (P, Y-X) + \{A(Y - X),Y -X) + o().Y - Y | 2 ) as O3Y-3 X.
—2 , + ( —)

The closure Jq u(X) is the set of {P, A) for which there exists a sequence (_Pn ,An ) G
Jp +{ ~ ] v{Xn ) such that {Xn , v{Xn),Pn , An ) -> ( X , v{X),P, A) as n-G 00.

F{X, v, P,A,X,v,P),B*(X, </>))) > 0 (< 0)

(Dxv{X,y),A) € JoV (X), e

(- + il D2 V(X,Y)i)I < f M < D\(X,Y)+s(D\(X.Y)) 2
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Let v G C(V) be a subsolution of (2.12) in V and v G C{V) a supersolution of (2.12) in V.
Choosing K and 7 can show (following closely the proof of Lemma 4.3 in [4])
that w=K+(l + xi + g) 7 and thus

are strict supersolutions of (2.12) in any bounded subset of V. We claim that

v < v 6 in V,

which immediately implies that the comparison principle holds between v and v.
Except for the treatment of the second order term, which relies in an essential way on

Lemma 3.3, the proof of our comparison principle is very similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2
in [4], which the reader is referred to for details not found below.

As in the hrst-order case [4], we utilize our choice of a strict supersolution v 6 to “localize”
the proof to the following bounded domain

(3.3)

where R is some positive constant chosen such that v < v 9 in {x\,x2 > i?}. To prove the
comparison result it is now sufficient to show that v < v e in A.

holds for some A G A. Then either Z G (0, R) x (0, R) or Z G Esc, where

Here we consider only the latter case, the case Z G A is treated similarly (consult Case II in
the proof of [4, Thm. 4.2]).

Let {Xa ,Ya ) be a maximizer of the function <L(X, Y) : A X A —)- IR, defined for any a > 1
and 0 < f < 1 as

(3.5) $(X,y) = v(X)-ve {Y) - \a{X -Y)+sV {Z)\ 2 -e\X - Z| 2 .

The uniformly continuous function 7:A —> 1R 2 satisfies

B(X + trj[Z), td) C A for all XG A and t G (o,to],

for positive constants d,to and B{X,r) denotes the open ball in 1R 2 centered at X and with
radius r. The construction (3.5) is ultimately due to Soner [l9].

It is standard to see that the penalized maxima [Xa ,Ya ) satisfy as a -a 00 (see, e.g., [4]):
(i) Xa ,Ya -f Z, (ii) a(Xa - Ya ) + eC(Z) -> 0, (iii) {v{Xa ) - tf{Ya)) -> M, (iv) Ma -4 M.
In view of (ii) and (3.4), we conclude that Ya G (0, R) X (0, R) and Xa G [O, R) X [O, R). Using
the maximum principle for semicontinuous functions (Lemma 3.3) with

<p(X,Y) = | a(X -Y) +£T]{Z)\ 2 + £\X - Z| 2 , u x =u, u 2 =v\ O= A,

we conclude that there exist matrices A = {alJ )i iJ= i i2 , B = iy2 G S 2 such that

+ 9 € (o, l]

£:= { {xi,x2 ) :0< Xl < R{l + e l ),o< x 2 <Rj

Assume that the contrary is true, i.e.,

(3.4) M\= max(u v e ) (Z) > 0JC

Fsc = |(æi, x 2] ;xi—o, 0 < x 2 <Roro < x 1 < R,x 2 = o|.

(P -4) 6 J2 P = DxrtXc, ya ) = 2a[a{Xa - Ya ] + e-q(Z)] + 2e(Xa - Z),

(Q, B) e JjfV 6 (ya),Q=-Dyip(xa , Ya )= [a[Xa - + j[Z)].
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Following, e.g., [7] it is not difficult to show that (3.2) implies

(3.6)

Since v e is a strict supersolution of (2.12) in V there exists, thanks to Lemma 3.2, tp G C 2 {V)
such that

(3.7)

for some constant d > 0. Similarly, since v is a subsolution of (2.12) in 72, there exists
<f> G C2 {V) such that

(3.8)

Håving (3.6) in mind, we now subtract (3.7) from (3.8) and send (in that order) a o 00,
£ —> 0, and kgO. These limit operations lead (after some tedious work) to the contradiction
(v v d )(Z) < 0 (consult Case I in the proof of [4, Thm. 4.2]).

Summing up, we have proven the following comparison (uniqueness) theorem:

Theorem 3.2. Let 7' >0 be such that 6 > k{7'). Assume v G Cy{V) is a subsolution of
(2.12) in V and v G Cy(72) is a supersolution of (2.12) in V. Thenv < v in V. Consequently,
in the dass of sublinearly growing Solutions, the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (2.12)
admits at most one constrained viscosity solution.

4. ExPLICIT CONSUMPTION AND PORTFOLIO ALLOCATION RULES

In this section we study a case where we can construct an explicit solution to the control
problem. The case is taken from Hindy and Huang [l4], who construct an explicit solution to
the optimization problem when the utility function is of HARA (Hyperbolic Absolute Risk
Aversion) type and the price of the stock follows a geometric Brownian motion. We show in
this section that a more realistic price mode! with a Lévy process instead of Brownian motion
leads to a similar solution. We consider a general Lévy process which leads to the second
order integro-differential variational inequality (2.10). We are able to solve this equation,
and construct optimal consumption and portfolio allocation strategies by closely following
the arguments in [l4]. Note, however, that our results are not as explicit as those in [l4]. For
instance, the optimal allocation strategy tt* is the solution of an integral equation involving
the Lévy measure of the noise process.

For 7 G (0,1), consider the utility function

We recall that 1 7 is the risk aversion coefficient. Motivated by Hindy and Huang [l4], we
guess that the optimization problem has a constrained viscosity solution of the form

(4.1)

for some constants kl, L2, fc3 , k, and p> 7. This solution is constructed from the assumption
that we can split the state space into two parts, on which each of the terms in the variational

l i ”oi^( if 7r:C“l an - < 0.

F(Ya ,lf,Q,B,Bir ’*(Ya ,vll ,Q),B*iYa ,i,)) <

F(Xa ,v, P..4, B”’ K (Xa , </>))> 0

U(z) = -
7

the risk aversion coethcient. Motivated by ni
tion problem has a constrained viscosity solu

(k 1 + k2 y'y \— \ 0< x < ky,

V(-T,,y) = < / y + /3 X y V
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inequality (2.10) is effective. Hence, for 0 < x < ky , we construct the solution from the
assumption that

(4.2)

(4.3)

We see that the integral in (4.2) is well defined by the condition in (2.3). In what follows, all
the displayed integrals are convergent by the same condition. In the rest of this section we
derive expressions for the different constants in the solution, and find the optimal allocation
and consumption processes. Optimize the kernel of (4.2) with respect to tt to find the first
order condition for an optimum

Inserting the guessed solution (4.1) for x < ky , we get the expression

Assume from now on that ix* is a solution of (4.4). Note that tt* is constant with respect
to time which gives that the optimal investment rule is to hold a constant fraction of the
wealth in the stock. With this tt*, we can find equations for the unknown constants k\ and
p. Inserting (4.1) into (4.2), we obtain

+ / ((1 + W(A - l)) p -1 - p7T*{ez ~ 1)) v(dz)\ = 0
JR\{o} v y J

The only way the left-hand side can be zero is when

(4.5)

and

The first equation is an expression for p
From now on we assume that (4.4) and (4.5) have a solution (tt*, p) G [O, 1] X (7, 1). We can

find expressions for k 2 and /c3 by imposing a smooth fit condition along the boundary æ = fcy.
From continuity we easily get

SV - PyVy + max \{r + (fi - 7-)tt)xVx + -ct 2 tt 2 x 2 Vxx +7 7re[o,i]l- ' ’ 2

/ (F(a; + 7ra:(e 2 - l),y) - V{x,y) - 7rxVx {x,y){ez - 1)) i/{dz)] =0Jr\{o} v / J

and, when x > ky > 0,

PVy ~V=0.

{p.-r)xVx + cr 2 ttx 2 Vxx + / (vx {x + 7rx{ez - 1), y)x{ez -1) - xVx {x, y)[ez - 1)) v{dz) =O.

(4.4) {fi -r)- (1 - p)a 2 7r + [ ( [l + tt[ez - l)) p 1 (ez -1) - (ez - 1)) u{dz) =O.
Jr\{o} v j

//' I'- - Ski - Plkij + k2 y~i {-£ - p{j ~p)+(r + (A - r)7r*)p - ~a 2 7T 2 p{l -p)

+ I ((1 + K*(e z - l)) p -1 - p7r*(ez ~ 1)) v[dz)\ =O.Jn\m K J j

(r+{p,~ r)7T* +(3 - ~cr 2 7r* 2 (l - p)^p

—S + f3j - / f(l + 7r*(e~ - \)) p -1 - p7T*[ez - 1)) v[dz)
JR\{o} v J

u. - 1
7 (<s +

k\ + &3-
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Moreover, if the derivatives of V are to be continuous as well, we need to have Vx = (3Vy when
x= ky for the solution (4.1) (.x < ky). But differentiating and equating give

For x < ky , we need to show that (3Vy - Vx < 0. Direct differentiation gives

T r , ry \X ] P ~ X R j P „,_1 fXI P~

x ~ 2V ikyl ky~ k2 k V [hj\

Hence

PVy -Vi = y7-1 (ka37 + Øk2 (7 -p) [A] ” [L_j '
Inserting the expressions for k\ and k 2 yields

Hence h[z) is an increasing function on [O, 1] with maximum h[ 1) = 0, which implies h[ z) < 0.
This completes the proof of pVy Vx < 0 for x < ky.

For the second case we specify the value of k to be the same as in [l4] and show that this
gives the desired inequality under an additional condition on the parameters in the problem.
Let

This gives

whenever x > ky. Inserting the expression for V{x,y) in the left-hand side of the above
inequality and using G (0,1), we get

k _ pk17 _ /3k
p/k P{j —p) (5 + Py){p{l + Pk) - Pkj)'

Vy =k1 1 + k2 {y - p)y1 p i \j\=kll 1 + &2 (t - p)y'y ~ 1 'L/cJ LfcyJ

tf _ Py'l If, 1 1 nr æ i p r x

' y Vl “ S + /}jV( P> tky\ ) 

We see that /3Vy Vx < 0 if and on ly if

h[z) := 1—(1 p)zp - pz p 1< 0, for all 2 G [O, 1]

But h{ 1) = 0 and
h'(z) = p(l- z]>Q.

k= l ~p
fi{p - 7)

7 = M 1 ~7)
3 i(p-i)(& +h)

and thus

V(x,y) = c(y + Px)\ for x > ky, c=— P+ ‘ "
We show next that

v 1 r i
SV - PyVy + max (r + (/} - r)n)xVx + -ct 2 tt 2 x 2 Vxx

7 7re[o,i]L 2

+ f (v{x + 7rx{ez - 1), y) - V{x, y) - irxVx {ez - 1)) v[dz) <0
Jr\{o} k ' J

- Sc{y + [3xy - /?7 —T~a~c{y + faV7 y + Px
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But since x> ky and S å;(7) and c are both positive, we have

y
<— - c(S- k(7))(l+)}i)V = y-'(- - c{<s - *(7 ))(1 + /sfc)d7 \j y

which is less than or equal to zero if and only if

But this happens if and only if

(4.6)

By construction V is a constrained viscosity solution in {x > o ,y> o}. Note that a
subsolution in {x > o,y > 0} is also a subsolution in V. We refer to the first remark in
Section 3 in [l] for a proof of this. Thanks to the Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, V is thus the unique
constrained viscosity solution of (2.10) and hence coincides with the value function (2.7).
Summing up, we have proven the following theorem:

Theorem 4.1. For 7 £ (0,1) , let U{y ) = and assume (4.6) holds. Then the value function
V{x,y) associated with our optimization problem is explicitly given hy (4.1), where

The optimal allocation of money in the stock is given by tt* where n* £ [O, 1] and p G (7,1]
are Solutions (when such exist) to the system of equations

Note that kl, åi 2 , and /r3 are equal to the constants found by Hindy and Huang [l4]. How
ever, our expressions for p and tt* are quite different. Furthermore, tt* is independent of time
and thus gives a constant fraction of wealth to be invested in the stock. It is easily seen that
in the case of geometric Brownian motion, Theorem 4.1 coincides with the results of Hindy
and Huang [l4].

+ c(y + Pxy max [(r + (p. - r) 7r) 7 --—— + IcrVf - )\{j - 1)ttg[o,i] L y + (3x 2 \y-\-j3xJ

+ /«uo} ((* + ~ l ' y^frx w{eZ ~ 1} )

<— - c(y + /3æ) 7 (5 - k{7)).7

y
~ c{S- k{j)){y + Px) 17

- c{S - k{7))(1 + f3kyf <O.
7

/>(! -7) > $+ Pl
P~ 7 ~5- k{ t)‘

, 1 , = 1- p , 1(1-7) , 1- p
1 t(<S + Æt)’ 2 (/> - + Æt)’ 3 t(p —t) + /st) ’ P{p-j)'

(/x -r)- (1 - p)<j2 tt + j (l + Trfe 3 - l)) p 1 (e~ -1) - [ez -1) v[dz) 0
Jr\{0}

(r + {ft - r)7r +(3 - -(t2 tt 2 (l - p)^p

=6 + /3y - [ f(l + 7r(ez - l)) p -1 - pn{ez - 1)) v{dz).
JB\{o} v J
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Example 4.1. To include the possibility of a sudden price drop (a “crack”) in a stock, a
natmal niodel could be a geometric Brownian motion with a Poisson component.-

where p,a,£,So are constants and Nt is a Poisson process with intensity A > 0. The Lévy
measure is easily seen to be

where Sa is the Dirac measure located at a. Assume now that 0 < £ < 1. The expected rate
of return for this stock is

Moreover, the equations for n* and p become

(r + [fi - r)7T + (3- -ct 2 tt 2 (l - =S + /3y - A(JI - tt(l - e~ e )) p -1 + Ptt{l -
If o 0 and the conditions

hold, we have the following explicit expression for tt* G [o,l] in terms of p:

An optimal consumption process is provided by the following theorem:

Theorem 4.2. An optimal consumption process C* is given as

The processes X* and Y* are the state variables associated with C*.

Proof. This argument follows closely the proof in [l4, Prop. s]. From the results in [l4], we
need to lind a k ratio barrier policy which ensures that Xf/Yf < k, P— a.s. at every t. This
leads to an initial jump of C* if æ/Yo_ > k, from where we get the expression of ACq. Now
define

St = So e^+aWt -tN\

v{dz) = As^{dz),

A = V + - A(1 - e *)

fi -r - A(1 -e e ) ((l - 7T ( I - e *)) p • 1 - - a 2 {l - 7 )tt = 0

/i > r and (/x - r)e (1 < A(1 - e </x - r

« “« jfiTk*- k -w±rr

ACo = ['\ Å]-y~ ' , Zt = sup [in i- In fc] + , Yt = {YO + fSAC^eL i+ pK j o<.s<t L Yt J
and

Xt = - ACq) +f(r + (/} - r)n*)Xs ds + f <jtt*Xs dBsJo Jo

+ [ tt*Xs_ [ {ez —l) N{ds, dz).
Jo J R\{o}

Z± sup In —ln k
o <s<t L Yt -I
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and let ln(A*/l' t*) be the “regulated” process defined by

(4.7)

Note that the processes Xt and Yt are unregulated in the sense that we do not apply any
consumption process except for the initial jump. The process Zt is easily seen to be nonde
creasing, Zq[lo) = 0, and increasing only when In {X*/Yf) = In k. Applying Ito’s formula, we
hnd that

and

rt /v"* rv*\ r* rt v*
Zt = f (-—d— ) dC; or C*= [,/2 C. dZs =[-'' ", dZs

Jo \ \;i • J ’ * Jo Y; + dx- Jo 1 +øk

Here the relation for C* follows since Zt only increases when X*/ = k, This completes the
proof of the theorem.  

5. Merton’s problem with consumption and HARA utility

In this section we consider Merton’s problem with consumption when the stock price is
modeled as (2.1). MertoiTs problem can be thought of as the limiting case when ø —t oc in
the particular model considered in Section 4. In this problem we thus optimize the expected
utility of the consumption directly. The consumption process is assumed to be absolute
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on the real positive half-line, and can thus
be specified on the form Ct cs ds , where cs is the consumption rate at time s. The value
function will only be dependent on one variable, namely the initial fortune x. We note that
this problem has been treated by Framstad et al. [ll] when the price process St is modeled
as the solution of a stochastic differential equation with jumps, see also [l2] where they take
into account transaction costs. However, they have a more restrictive condition on the Lévy
measure in a neighborhood of zero. For example, the normal inverse Gaussian Lévy process
of Barndorff-Nielsen [3] does not fit into the framework of [ll, 12].

Y* Y

In =ln 't _ Zu
1 t lt

In 1" X? -d In Yt’ -( + A) dC?

={r + /3+ ( fi - r) 7T* - 2 7r* 2 ) dt - dC*t

+ / In fl + 7r*(e z l)') N{dt, dz) -f «ttt* c/f?*
7j?\{o} v 7

+ / flnfl + 7r*(e~ l)'] Ti*[ez l)'] v{dz)
JR\{o} v v J J

dln -J- =dln Xt din Yt =[r+ (3 + [fl ~ r) tt* -a 2 TT* 2 ) dt
Yt 2

+ / In (l -f TT*[ez l)') N[dt, dz) + an* dBt
JR\{0} v y

+ f (\n(l + Ti*[ez 1)\ ti* [ez 1)\ v [dz)
Jr\{o} v v J J

Thus, relation (4.7) is fulfilled exactly when
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In the present context, the wealth process is given as

(ez ~ 1) N(dt,dz)

with initial wealth XQ = x and fl as dehned in (2.5). We consider the optimal control problem

for 7 6 (0, 1),

where the set of admissible Controls Ax is dehned as follows: tt, cG Ax if

( cm{) ct is a positive and adapted process such that f* E[cs] ds < oo for all t > 0.

( cma ) TTf is an adapted cådlåg process with values in [O, I].

( cmm) Ci is such that Xf' c > 0 almost everywhere for all t > 0.

Note that condition (cmm) introduces a state space constraint into our control problem. The
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation for this problem is

ca i
max (r +(p - r)n)xv'{x) - cv'{x) - sv{x) H 1— a 2 tt 2 x 2 v"[x)c>o,7rG[o,ll L T 2

(5.1)
/ iv{x + 7Tx[ez - 1)) - v(x ) - 7rxv'(x)(ez - 1)1 u[dz) —oin {x > o}.
Jr\{o} v j j

Note that the integral in (5.1) as well as the other integrals displayed in this section are
convergent by the condition in (2.3). We now construct an explicit (unique) constrained
viscosity solution to this problem. First maximize with respect to c to obtain

Maximizing with respect to tt gives the expression

We guess a solution on the form V[x) = Kx1 . Then a straightforward calculation gives the
following integral equation for tt:

Note that a tt solving this equation will be independent on t. Using the guessed solution, we
can obtain an expression for c as well:

(5.3)

This expression gives us an explicit consumption rule, that is, consume the fraction (il^) 1 /" -1
of the present wealth. We now set out to hnd the constant K. Inserting (5.3) into the
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (5.1), we get

dXt =(r + {fl - r)7Tt)Xt dt -cfdt + aXt7 dBt + Xt-7vt- \
JR\{0}

V(x) = sup E 1 f [ —1C,nEAx k/0 7 -

-V'{x) + c y - 1 =0 => c=[V[x)\^

(fi r)xV'{x) + a 2 7rx 2 V"{x)-\- f (v'{x + nx[ez - l))x{ez -1) - xV'[x) (ez - 1)) v{dz) = 0
Jn\{o} v J

(5.2) {p. -r)- (1 - 7)ct 2 7t + / ((l + 7r(e~ - l)) 7 1- l) (ez -1) v{dz) =O.

1
c = [K7) 'i'- 1 x.

max (r + (/} - r)?r)7 - (/v'7)^- 1 7- 5 + (A'7)^1 1 - \cr 2 j{l - j)tt 2
ttg[o,i]L 2
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where k{y) is defined in (2.8). Note that the condition S > k{j) imposed in Section 2 implies
that K is positive.

We State a condition ensuring the existence of a unique solution tt g [O, 1] to (5.2). To this
end, define the function

and

It is well known that in the case of a geometric Brownian motion, St = Soexp{fit + crBt ),
the optimal allocation of money in the portfolio is independent of time; namely,

On the other hand, we have seen that St given as in (2.1) also gives a constant fraction,
denoted by tt}, which solves (5.2). A straightforward calculation shows that

Thus, ttj < 7Tq BM if /(tTqbm) < 0 and tt} > 7Tq BM if /(ttqbm) >0- Note that the first
integral in the expression of /(ttqBm) positive, while the second is negative. Where to put
the most of your fortune depends on the parameters of the specific model in question. In
Benth, Karlsen, and Reikvam [6] we have compared numerically geometric Brownian motion
with the normal inverse Gaussian model proposed by Barndorff-Nielsen [3].

+ / f(l + 7r(e* - l)) 7 - 1 - 7 7r(ez - =o.
Jr\{o} v /J

We thus conclude that

r = l\J_z±_l 1

/ (tt) =(A-r) - (1 - j)a2 7T + [ ((1 + 7r(e“ - l)) 7 1 (ez -1) - (ez - 1)) v(dz).
JR\{o} V '

Inserting n = 0 and tt = 1, we obtain

/(o) =fl- r > 0

/(1) =(A - ’ ) -(1 - t)^2 + f -1) - (es - 1))
JR\{o} V J

= (/i —r)— (1 - 7)a 2 - f [1 - e~ i' 1 ~'y ',z ){ez -1) iy{dz).
J]R\{o}

In order to have a solution in [O, I], we need /(1) <O, i.e.,

(5.4) f (1 - -1) u(dz) > (fl -r)- (1 - j)a 2 .
J R\{o}

This solution is unique since

/'(tt) = -(! - 7)|a- 2 + [ (1 + n{ez - l)Y~ 2 {ez - l) 2 v{dz)\ <O.
L Jr\{0} J

* ji + cr 2 /2 r
= ~i

(1 - y)a 2

f{nG Bm) / (e‘- l-2l|z |<i )u{dz)+ [ ((l + e“ “ J-)) 7 "l) ( e " “ 1 )v{dz).J H\{o} JR\{o} V y
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6. OtHER MODELS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Instead of modeling the price process St directly as in (2.1) or (1.1), one can let St be the
solution of a stochastic differential equation with jumps

(6.1)

Note that St is positive due to the restriction of the jump size to be greater than -1. As
noted by Eberlein and Keller [B], it is the large jumps that are responsible for the empirically
observed heavy tails of the logreturn data. Therefore, (6.1) may not be a good model if heavy
tails are to be accounted for in the model. Assuming a price dynamics defined by (6.1),
condition (2.3) must be substituted by

(6.2)

Under this restriction on the Lévy measure we can show, by arguing as before, that the value
function V{x,y) is the unique constrained viscosity solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
equation

(6.3)

The condition (6.2), which ensures that.(6.3) is weil defined for all sublinearly growing v G C 2,
is satisfied for the normal inverse Gaussian Lévy process discussed in Section 2 and for all
ct-stable Lévy processes with a > 1.

In Framstad, Øksendal and Sulem [ll], the price model (6.1) is chosen for the analysis of
Merton’s problem with consumption. Using a verihcation theorem, they show that the value
function in Merton’s problem with consumption (see Section 5) is a unique classical solution
of (6.3) under condition (6.2) and v[{{— l, oo)}) < 00. Honoré [l3] has developed estimation
techniques for price processes of the type (6.1). This opens for a numerical comparison of the
different stock price models for financial data.

Except for a few special cases such as those considered in Sections 4 and 5, the Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman equation (2.10) cannot be solved explicitly and one has to consider numerical
approximations. The construction and analysis of numerical schemes for (first and second
order) integro-differential variational inequalities will be reported in future work (see also
[9])-

Finally, we mention that the portfolio model studied in this paper is generalized to account
for transaction costs in [s].
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